Bear Market Realities

Stocks moved steadily lower over the course of the day as the S&P 500 threatened to confirm via the conventional definition (a 20% decline on a closing basis) what has been increasingly obvious elsewhere in recent days: a cyclical bear market has emerged in the wake of the February peak.

While the S&P 500 has narrowly skirted this conventional definition since the March 2009 lows, from our perspective we have now entered the fourth cyclical bear market endured over those 11 years (we consider the declines in 2011, 2015/16, and 2018 to be cyclical bear markets). Those previous three bear markets came in the context of an ongoing economic expansion and were historically shallow and relatively short-lived. Over the past 100 years, cyclical bear markets (as defined by Ned Davis Research) that emerge outside of economic recessions have seen a median decline of 25%. If that applies to the current case, we may have already experienced the bulk of the price decline in this bear market (the S&P 500 closed today 19% below its February peak).

In terms of sentiment and valuations, bear markets tend not just to relieve upside excesses but leave in their wake downside excesses. While we have seen some evidence of near-term pessimism building, this week's data from Investors Intelligence still shows more bulls than bears and is not consistent with a bear market low in pessimism. Even if price declines slow down and volatility ebbs, it may take some time for pessimism to build. We will have comments (with charts and tables) on bear market behavior in tomorrow’s weekly Market Commentary.

The unknown (and at this point un-measurable) impact of the spread of the coronavirus is challenging the outlook for the economy. As we have mentioned in the past, the good news is that the economy was showing signs of improving growth to the outbreak. Our Weight of the Evidence remains neutral at this point and so expecting a more significant drawdown in price would be premature at this point. If the weight of the evidence deteriorates further, it may be wise for active investors to take more defensive action.

For the day, the S&P 500 closed well off of its worst levels but still closed down nearly 5% and at its lowest level since February 2019. Encouragingly, there was some evidence that the type of indiscriminate selling associated with preliminary lows had emerged. Downside volume versus upside volume moderated to just 25-to-1 at the close but mid-day selling pressure sent the TRIN soaring well above 2, before closing at a more pedestrian 1.6. While breadth overall was poor, the number of individual stocks making new 52-week lows on the NYSE and NASDAQ did not exceed what was seen on Monday.

**Bottom line:** Bear market labels make great headlines and allow for some not always alarming historical context. While longer-term sentiment/valuation may need to unwind further, some evidence of panic today points to possible peak in near-term volatility. With the weight of the evidence still neutral, patience on the part of investors is the recommended strategy.
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